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Abstract

[n this paper we study an adaptive measurement-based ad-

mission control scheme that is suitable for multimedia ap-

plications with diversified QoS requirements. The conserva-

tiveness of the proposed admission control scheme is self-
adjusted based on the measured QoS pe~ormance of the ex-
isting multimedia jlows. Extensive simulations performed

on actual multimedia trafic with di~erent combinations of

trafic patterns, QoS requirements, and jlow lifetimes have
shown that the proposed scheme effectively balances the
trade-off between high utilization and reliable QoS under
different network conditions, hence enables a significant uti-
lization increase compared with existing measurement-based

tadmission control schemes.

I. Introduction

Admission control is essential for QoS (Quality of Service)
control in the presence of real-time multimedia applications
such as real-time audio and video transmissions because
these applications tend to consume more network bandwidth
and last on a longer time scale. It is also important for the
network to evaluate the impact of a multimedia flow before-
hand to prevent possible QoS deterioration of the existing

flows due to the admission of the new flow, and to examine

whether or not the requested QoS of the new flow may be
supported under the current net work condition.

Generally, there are two basic approaches to admission con-
trol: parameter-based and measurement-based [1]. The
parameter-based approach seeks the worst-case or statistical
analysis of the traffic based on a priori traffic characteris-
tics and achieves admission decision by formal analysis [2]
— [6]. It can be used to provide guaranteed QoS, however
,generally with the price of low network utilization [1].

‘The measurement-based approach focuses on achieving

higher network utilization for real-time applications that are
tolerant of QoS deterioration. It relies on the measurement
(ofactual traffic load and QoS performance in making admis-
sion control decisions [1], [7] — [10]. When combined with
(conservative enough measurement methods, this approach
provides decent network utilization as well as decent pre-
dicted QoS—in which the network will try to satisfy there-

quested QoS but do not provide any guarantee or promise [8].
It is believed that most of the real-time applications have
sufficient adaptiveness to survive occasional service deteri-
oration, especially if the service deterioration is controlled
to happen infrequently [7], [8], [11], [12]. Many multi-
media applications should thus benefit from measurement-
based admission control because of the high utilization it
provides.

In this paper, we propose a measurement-based admission
control scheme that is “QoS conscious” — the conserva-
tiveness of the measurement is based on the packet loss
performance of the participating flows. The measurement
scheme is adaptive to the changing traffic, different mixtures
of QoS requirements present in the network, and other net-
work dynamics, therefore optimizing the admission ratio 1
while keeping the requested QoS.

The rest of this paper is organized in the following way. Sec-
tion II presents the scheme to adaptively adjust the conser-
vativeness of the admission control based on the packet loss
performances of the existing flows. Section III presents an
extensive simulation study for the proposed admission con-
trol scheme. In Section IV, we present the conclusion of our
research and the future work.

II. Adaptive Measurement for Admission Control

In measurement-based admission control, the admission de-
cision is mainly made based on the comparison of measured
residue resources2 and the requested resources of the new
flow. For example, a new flow may be modeled by a token
bucket with PO as the token generation rate. If the measured
residue bandwidth is ii, this flow maybe admitted if G > PO.

Obviously, how to obtain& directly affects the performance
of the admission control and resulted network utilization.

We have done an experimental stucly on measuring the
residue bandwidth, based on an algorithm similar to the one
presented in [8]. In this algorithm, assuming all packets are

of the same length. A unit is defined to be a packet transmis-
sion time. A measured sample is obtained over an averag-

IAdmj~~ionratio,. tie ~actionofflOWS thatare admitted into tie ne~ork.

2Residue resourcex the resources that are not utilized by the existing
flows inside the network.
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ing period whose size is S units. Each measurement block
contains T packet transmission units, in which the following

relationship holds: T = nS (n is an integer and n ~ 1).
IEach measured sample is obtained at the end of an averag-

ing period of size S units by counting the fraction of unused
units among the S transmission units. A measurement block
of size T (= nS) units contains n measured samples de-
noted by S1, S2, ...Sn. At the end of a measurement block,
The residue bandwidth fraction ii is chosen based on all the
measured samples in the current block. A conservative mea-
surement scheme would choose the minimum sample among
,91, S2, ...Sn to beil

Figure 1 depicts the measured residue bandwidth fraction

samples and the residue bandwidth fraction C when two dif-
ferent schemes are used. One curve depicts the values of ti
obtained by taking the average of the samples SI, S2, ...S’nin
each measurement block (marked as AVG). The other curve

plots the values of ii obtained by taking the minimum of
SI, Sz,. ..Sm in each measurement block (marked as MIN).
l[f we use the AVG curve in admission control, there will be
more flows admitted to yield higher network utilization be-
cause the node will be perceived as having more available
bandwidth resources. But doing this risks a higher possibil-

ity of QoS deterioration.

In this section, we study an adaptive residue bandwidth mea-
surement scheme that adjusts the conservativeness of admis-

sion control by toggling between using ~MIN (choose the
minimum among all samples) or tiAvG (choose the average

among all samples) as the estimated residue bandwidth frac-
tion il. The choice between these two measured values is
based on the result of a QoSperformance test on the existing
flows. We adopt a pro-active approach to detect the perfor-
mance deterioration before the QoS starts to suffer. In partic-
ular, we consider that the performance test fails if the loss ra-
tio performance is within a certain distance of the requested
loss ratio but still smaller than the requested loss ratio.

Figure 2 depicts the idea of the pro-active performance test.
The convex line that is the upper boundary of the shaded
area is considered to be the performance test threshold.

If the actual loss ratio performance exceeds this threshold
line, the performance test fails. The shaded area is consid-
ered to be the safe performance region, where the loss ratio
performances in this area result in successful performance
tests. The definition of the shaded area is that if the loss
ratio performance of a flow z is inside this area, flow i can
sustain losing next -E arrivals consecutively without having
the resulting loss ratio exceed its loss ratio tolerance. Intu-
itively, a “good” performance—i.e., a “successful” perfor-

Sirnulations are done using the two measurement methods mance test—means that this flow can tolerate at least a bulk

(MIN and AVG) and we obtained the following observation: loss of size E before reaching its loss ratio tolerance.

when the requested QoS is loose (e.g. if the participating
jlows can tolerate higher loss ratios), it is possible to achieve
higher network utilization while keeping reliable QoS by us-
ing a less conservative way to measure the residue resource.
This observation poses the following question: if the network
can choose different levels of conservativeness of residue re-

source measuring, how should it be done so that high net-

The choice of E—the tolerated bulk loss size—provides us
a margin of safety in the performance test. The larger the E,
the higher this margin of safety, thus causing the safe perfor-
mance region to be smaller. Therefore with a larger E, the

flow is more likely to fail the performance test. This causes
the stricter residue bandwidth resource measurement (MIN)

work utilization can be achieved without jeopardizing the ‘The reasonthis tine is convexis that thepacketlossratioperformanceis
QoS performance? evaluatedcumulativelyfrom the start of the transmission.
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Fig. 3. Performance test thresholds under different tolerated bulk loss
size E

to be used, and results in more conservative admission con-
trol. On the other hand, if E = O, the test threshold line

merges with the loss ratio tolerance. In that case, the per-
formance test simply compares the current loss ratio perfor-
mance with the loss ratio tolerance.

‘We derived the following formula to calculate the perfor-
mance test threshold L~ (details in [13]), given L~~g be the
requested loss ratio; tbe the flow sustaining time; A be the
iwerage rate of the flow; E be the tolerated bulk size; SL be
the initial number of lost packets4:

‘With the result of Equation (l), assuming the actual loss ratio
performance of a flow at time tis denoted by Lt, if Li > L?,
then the performance test fails. On the other hand, if Lt <
.L~, the performance test succeeds.

IPigure 3 depicts the performance test thresholds L: for the
chosen tolerated bulk loss size -E = 10 and E = 20. In both
cases, we assume that the packet loss tolerance is Lr~q =
:1.Oe– 3 and the average traffic rate A = 1200 pkts/sec.
IFrom this figure, we can see that by choosing a different E,
the system may have a different performance evaluation. The
larger the E, the more careful the performance test and as a
result, the more conservative the admission control.

The performance tests of multiple flows need to be converted
on the same scale because the loss tolerances of different

ilows may be different by orders of magnitude. This can be

done by taking the relative distance to Lv~qand then averag-

ing the performance test results among all flows. Interested
readers may refer to [13] for details.

4when 10SSratiois measrrrer.1accumulatively,in ordertOavoiddrasticloss
ratio performance measure at the start of the transmission, we assume there
irre atready initial numbers of lost and arrived packets [13].

III. Simulation Study of the Dynamic Conservativeness

In this section, we present our simulation study of the
proposed admission control scheme with self-adjustable
performance-driven conservativeness. We have studied the
proposed admission control scheme under a variety of real-
time sources [14], [15] with different combinations of QoS
requirements. The simulations are long enough so that the

achieved network utilization stabilizes at +5Y0 tolerance
with 90% confidence interval. The lengths of the simula-
tion time are in the vicinity of tens of minutes with more

than 2.0e7 packets transmitted in each simulation. Inside the
simulated network we assume that a scheduling scheme that
provides predicted packet loss QoS control is deployed [16],
even though the proposed admission control scheme is inde-
pendent of what scheduling algorithm is used internally.

Table I depicts the simulations when the flows participating
in admission are homogeneous flows with the same loss tol-

erance. In all these simulations, the tolerated bulk loss size
E is chosen to be 15. Table I lists three sets of simulation

comparisons, performed under three video clips — adver-
tisement clip, Star Wars movie clip, and lecture clip [14], re-
spectively. For each set, in general, when the packet loss tol-
erance gets loose, the admission ratio as well as the network
utilization get higher. The reason for this is that success-
ful performance tests are more likely when the packet loss
tolerance is loose. This results in higher fraction of AVG
sampling being used in the admission decision. For exam-
ple, for the advertisement source simulation sets in Table I,

when the loss tolerance increases as 1.Oe – 4 + 1.Oe – 3 +
l.Oe – 2 + l.Oe – 1, the AVG fraction used in admission

TABLE1
Admission control: homogeneous sources with the same QoS

L,eg: loss tolerance
ADM~o:admissionratio
UT%: bandwidthutitizadon
AVG%:the fractionof time in whichthe admissioncontrolrisesthe AVG
residuebandwidthmeasuringscheme
QoS vie%: the fractionof flowsthathaveviolatedQoSamongall finished
flowsthroughoutthesimulation

source L,,q ADM UT AVG QoS
Ctip % % % vio~o
ad L=l.Oe–4 25.5 67.88 0.0 0.0
ad L=l.Oe–3 28.2 72.30 25.9 0.0
ad L=l.Oe–2 35.2 84.46 92.3 4.5

ad L=l.Oe–l 39.7 90.63 100.0 0.0

movie L=l.Oe–4 43.6 66.34 0.0 0.0

movie L=l.Oe–3 43.6 66.34 0.0 0.0
movie L=l.Oe–2 57.0 81.53 91.8 2.77

movie L=l.Oe–l 63.1 88.69 100.0 0.0
lecture L=l.Oe–4 38.5 68.68 0.0 0.0
lecture L=l.Oe–3 39.1 68.’76 1.0 0.0

lecture L=l.Oe–2 52.7 84.83 98.6 0.0
lecture L=l.Oe–l 58.0 90.66 100.0 0.0
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(decision increases as 0% + 25.9% + 92.3% + 100Yo, re-
spectively. Thus supports higher admission ratio (25.5% +
;28.2’% + 35.2% + 39.7$%) and higher network utilization

([67.88Y0 + 72.30% + 84.46% + 90.63Yo). This series

Iof simulations shows that the performance tests have effec-
tively adjusted the conservativeness of the admission control,
Ithereby supporting higher network utilization when the re-

quested QoS is loose. Furthermore, despite the relaxation of
Iadmission control, the resulted QoS is reasonably reliable —
in most cases the QoS violation ratio is O’ZO.Even though
occasionally QoS violation happens, the ratio has been kept

reasonably low.

Similar simulations have been conducted on heterogeneous
sources with different QoS requirements. Table II depicts
!some of these simulation results. In all these simulations, a
newly generated flow can choose to transmit from one of the
following four video clips randomly: advertisement clip, lec-
ture clip, video conferencing clip, and Star Wars movie clip.

These four video clips vary in their traffic rates and character-
istics [14]. Also, a newly generated flow randomly chooses
a loss ratio tolerance from a particular pool of different loss
ratio tolerances. We picked 3 pools of loss tolerances to use
in the simulation:

+, strict range= {0.0, l.Oe – 4, l.Oe – 3, l.Oe – 2}
,. wide range= {0.0, l.Oe – 3, l.Oe – 2, l.Oe – 1}
,, relaxed range= {1.Oe – 3, l.Oe – 2,5.Oe – 2, l.Oe – 1}

The simulation results in Table II presents similar observa-
tions to those in the homogeneous source case. When the
mixture of QoS requirements gets loose, the performance test
enables less conservative admission control, hence supports

higher network utilization without jeopardizing the reliabil-
ity of the QoS. Figure 4 illustrates the actual loss ratio per-

formance distribution of all admitted flows for the simulation
conducted in Table II when the requested loss tolerances be-
ing the wide range pool (Figure 4 does not include the loss
ratio performances of the flows requesting no packet loss be-
cause for all of these flows, the actual loss ratio performances
ime 0% packet loss). As we can see, almost all the flows’
actual loss performances are better than requested and are
distributed based on their packet loss tolerances.

l[n the previously presented simulation results, a constant tol-

TABLE II

Admission controk heterogeneous sources (flow tifetirne 30..90 see)

loss ADM UT AVG QoS

tolerance % % % vio$Zo
strict range 30.9 69.50 0.8 0.0

wide range 37.3 79.98 41.4 0.95

relaxed range 44.9 90.91 99.4 0.0
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Fig. 4. Distribution of the loss ratio performances (tifetime 30. .90sec,
L ,.q = {0.0, l.Oe -3, l.Oe -2, l.Oe - 1})

erated bulk loss size E is used for all simulations being com-
pared. In the analysis of Section II, it was shown that dif-
ferent values of E represent different levels of carefulness
of the admission control. Now we present our study on the
impact of this parameter.

Table III depicts a set of simulations that were performed
under the same simulation configurations. The only differ-
ent parameter between the simulations in comparison is the
tolerated bulk loss size E. We can see that when E is small
(E = 10, 20), there is a considerable amount of QoS vio-
lation. But when E is increased to 30 or 40, there is little
or no QoS violation anymore. This observation tells us that
finding a minimum tolerated bulk loss size E is crucial. If E
is too small, QoS cannot be achieved reliably. On the other
hand, if the tolerated bulk loss size E actually used is larger
than necessary, the drawback is that the network utilization
is lower.

From this study we conclude that the performance of the pro-
posed admission control depends on the appropriate choices
of performance parameters. Similar conclusions have also
been reached by other measurement-based admission control
schemes [17], [18]. Finding the optimal control parameter
value is not an easy task and is still considered to be an open

TABLE III

Impact of dflerent tolerated butk size E (flow tifetime 30..9Osec)

E AVG fraction bandwidth QoS violation
(%) utilization (70) ratio (%)

10 50.97 83.42 9.59
20 42.37 79.72 3.25
30 34.59 79.91 0.77

40 26.22 77.43 0.0
1 1 1

60 I 16.46 I 74.65 10.0
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issue in measurement-based admission control. Admission

control is expected to run over a very long time scale, over

which period of time is it very likely that various network
conditions-mixture of traffic, requested QoS, and flow life-
times, etc.—will change. It is necessary to have an adaptive
algorithm to adjust the control parameter E to maintain a
stable long term admission control performance.

l[n our further study we have introduced an algorithm to ad-
just the value of E based on the long term QoS performance
in the network. This algorithm effectively adjusts the con-
servativeness of admission control on a longer time scale to
reflect network dynamics. Due to limitation of space, we do
not present our study on this issue here. Interested readers
can find details of the algorithm in [13].

IV. Conclusion and Future Work

l[n this paper, we have proposed a new measurement-based
i~dmission control scheme whose conservativeness is self-
i~djusted overtime to balance the trade-off between QoS reli-
iibility and network utilization. The major contribution of our
research is to address the adaptiveness of admission control.
The proposed admission controller toggles between using ei-
ther strict or relaxed residue bandwidth estimates based on
the QoS performance, thereby trying to achieve the highest
network utilization with reliable QoS. The self-adaptiveness
makes the proposed method a viable approach to handle ad-
mission control under different network conditions and dif-
ferent mixtures of traffic patterns and QoS demands. Our
further study has shown that another level of adaptiveness
can be used to maintain a satisfactory long term QoS perfor-

mance [13].

our simulation studies have shown that the proposed

measurement-based admission controller can effectively
control the incoming traffic to support reliable QoS with high
network utilization even for bursty MPEG encoded VBR

traffic. Furthermore, our studies also demonstrate that the
adaptiveness is an important feature of admission control to
balance the trade-off between reliable QoS and high network
utilization under different network conditions.

The future work includes studying the performance of the
iidmission control when different internal QoS control and
scheduling schemes are used. We are also interested in
the performance of the proposed admission control scheme
when packet loss ratio performance of the flow is evaluated
over a window rather than cumulatively over the lifetime of

the flow. The involved issues include answering the question
of whether it is better to choose a universal window size for

the whole network, or to choose different window sizes for
different applications, the impact of different window sizes
to the performance of admission control, etc.
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